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Abstract

In this paper we analyse the effect of speech corpus and compression method on the intelligibility of synthesized speech at fast rates. We recorded English and German language voice talents at a normal and a fast speaking rate and trained an HSMM-based synthesis system based on the normal and the fast data of each speaker. We compared three compression methods: scaling the variance of the state duration model, interpolating the duration models of the fast and the normal voices, and applying a linear compression method to generated speech. Word recognition results for the English voices show that generating speech at normal speaking rate and then applying linear compression resulted in the most intelligible speech at all tested rates. A similar result was found when evaluating the intelligibility of the natural speech corpus. For the German voices, interpolation was found to be better at moderate speaking rates but the linear method was again more successful at very high rates, for both blind and sighted participants. These results indicate that using fast speech data does not necessarily create more intelligible voices and that linear compression can more reliably provide higher intelligibility, particularly at higher rates.

Index Terms: fast speech, HMM-based speech synthesis, blind users

1. Introduction

Blind individuals are capable of understanding speech reproduced at considerably high speaking rates [1]. As screen readers become an essential computer interface for blind users, a challenge arises: how to provide intelligible synthesized speech at such high rates? The standard HSMM-based synthesizer [2] models speech duration by using explicit state duration distributions but for very fast speaking rates this is often not sufficient [3]. It is also unclear whether using fast speech to train a synthesizer can create more intelligible fast synthesized speech than other sorts of compression methods.

Fast speech production and perception has been the target of various studies [4–8]. When producing fast speech vowels are compressed more than consonants [4] and both word-level [5] and sentence-level [6] stressed syllables are compressed less than unstressed ones. Yet another important aspect of fast speech is the significant reduction of pauses. It is claimed that reducing pauses is in fact the strongest acoustic change when speaking faster [7], most probably due to the limitations of how much speakers can speed up their articulation rate [8]. It is argued that these observed changes are the result of an attempt to preserve the aspects of speech that carry more information. The presence of pauses however have been shown to contribute to intelligibility [9].

It has been shown that fast speech (around 1.56 times faster than normal speech) is harder to process, in terms of reaction time, and also preferred less than linearly compressed speech [5,10]. Linearly compressed speech was found to be more intelligible and better liked than a nonlinearly compressed version of speech where fast speech prosodic patterns were mimicked [5]. The author claims that possibly the only nonlinear aspect of natural fast speech duration changes that can improve intelligibility at high speaking rates is pause removal but only when rates are relatively high [10]. Another nonlinear compression method is the MACH1 algorithm [11]. This method is also based on the acoustics of fast speech with the addition of compressed pauses. It has been shown that at high speaking rates (2.5 and 4.1) MACH1 improves comprehension and is preferable to linearly compressed speech but no advantage was found at the fast speech speaking rate (1.4) [12].

Fast synthesized speech generated by a formant-based system was found to be less intelligible than fast natural speech and the intelligibility gap grows with the speaking rate [13]. More recently the authors in [14] evaluated the intelligibility of a wider range of synthesizers: formant, diphone, unit selection and HMM-based. It was found that the unit selection systems were more intelligible across speech rates. In this evaluation, however, the evaluated synthesizers were based on different speakers and the compression methods adopted by each system were not reported. Literature on fast synthesized speech also focuses on the effect on blind listeners. To improve duration control of HMM-based systems for blind individuals [3] proposed a model interpolation method. Pucher et al. found that interpolating between a model trained with normal and a model trained with fast speech data results in speech that is more intelligible and preferable, for both blind and non-blind individuals.

In this paper, we are interested in analysing two aspects of fast synthesized speech. First, the corpus used to train synthesis models, i.e., is it really necessary or even helpful to use fast speech recordings? Second, compression method; which is more effective: a nonlinear manipulation of speech duration or a linear compression method? We evaluate intelligibility of a fast and a normal female Scottish voice and a German male voice, compressed using two nonlinear and one linear method and presented to listeners at different rates.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methods used to create synthetic speech at fast rates, Section 3 presents the corpus used for training the synthesis models and details on how models were trained, Section 4 shows the design and results of intelligibility listening experiments, Section 5 presents a discussion on these results followed by conclusions in Section 6.
2. Compression methods

In this section, we describe methods that can create synthetic speech at fast rates, referred to here as compression methods. The first two methods we describe manipulate the state duration model parameters (mean and/or variance) while the third is applied to the synthesized speech waveform. The first two methods are considered to be nonlinear as each state is compressed at a different rate, as opposed to the third method, which is a linear method that compresses the waveform uniformly across time.

2.1. Variance scaling

Variance scaling is the standard method for duration control in HSMM-based synthesis [15]. With this method we compute the duration of state $i$ as:

$$d_i = \mu_i + \rho \sigma_i$$

where $\mu_i$ and $\sigma_i$ are the mean and variance of the state duration model and $\rho$ is a factor that controls the variance scaling. When $\rho = 0$ the duration is set to the mean state duration, $\rho > 0$ makes synthetic speech slower and $\rho < 0$ faster. The scaling factor is fixed across all states. State duration control is then proportional only to the variance: states whose duration model variance is higher will be compressed more. With this method we can potentially capture certain non-linearities between normal and fast speech durations.

2.2. Model interpolation and extrapolation

In previous work with fast synthetic speech [3], we showed that model interpolation [16, 17] can outperform the variance scaling method in terms of intelligibility and listener preference. Given two voice models of the same speaker trained with speech recorded at normal and fast speaking rates, the most successful method in that study was one that applied interpolation between duration models, using the normal speaking rate models of cepstral, fundamental frequency and aperiodicity features. The interpolated duration $d_i$ for state $i$ is calculated as:

$$d_i = (1 - \alpha) \mu_i^n + \alpha \mu_i^f$$

where $\mu^n_i$ and $\mu^f_i$ denote the mean duration of state $i$ in the normal and fast duration model and $\alpha$ is the interpolation ratio to control the speaking rate. We can generate speaking rates beyond the rate of the fast model by extrapolating ($\alpha > 1$).

For the experiments in the present paper, we have implemented an additional constraint in this method. It is possible that for a given state of a given phone, the mean duration $\mu_i^f$ from the fast model is actually longer than the mean duration $\mu^n_i$ of the normal model, causing the speech segments generated for this state to become slower with growing $\alpha$. If this is the case, we do not interpolate or extrapolate, but apply a linear factor $\beta$ to $\mu^n_i$, where $\beta$ reflects the overall mean speaking rate difference between the normal and the fast voice models ($\beta = 1/1.55$ in our experiments).

2.3. WSOLA

The waveform similarity overlap and add (WSOLA) method proposed in [18] was chosen here to illustrate the effect of a linear compression. The method provides high enough quality while being computationally efficient and robust [18]. In WSOLA speech frames to be overlapped are first cross-correlated to provide an appropriate time shift that ensures frames are added coherently, inspired by the idea that modified speech should maintain maximum local similarity to the original signal.

3. Speech databases and voices

We present the English and German corpora used in our experiments as well as details of how we trained the synthetic voices.

3.1. English – corpus and voices

We recorded a Scottish female voice talent reading 4600 sentences at a normal speed and 800 sentences at a fast speed with the instruction to speak as fast as possible while maintaining intelligibility.

To train the acoustic models, we extracted the following features from the natural speech sampled at 48 kHz: 59 Mel cepstral coefficients [19]. Mel scale fundamental frequency $F_0$ and 25 aperiodicity band energies extracted using STRAIGHT [20]. We used a hidden semi-Markov model as the acoustic model. The observation vectors for the spectral and excitation parameters contained static, delta and delta-delta values. One stream was set for the spectrum, three for $F_0$ and one for aperiodicity.

We trained two voices. What we refer to as the model N, is a voice trained only with speech produced at the normal speaking rate. This model was adapted [21] using the 800 sentences of fast speech to create what is referred to as the voice F.

To measure the speaking rate of each synthetic voice we calculated the rate of syllables per second (SPS) and words per minute (WPM) for each sentence used in the evaluation. On average the SPS values of the normal and the fast voice are 3.8 and 6.0 while the values for WPM are 206.7 and 320.9, respectively. Speech synthesized using the fast model is around 1.55 times faster, which agrees with the literature [5] on naturally produced fast speech. Fig. 1 shows the histogram of SPS across synthesized sentence for each voice.

3.2. German – corpus and voices

We used a very similar setup to record and train the German voice. We recorded an Austrian German voice talent reading...
4387 sentences at a normal and 198 sentences at a fast speaking rate. The German recordings were sampled at 44.1 kHz and we extracted 39 Mel cepstral coefficients. The F voice was obtained by adapting the duration model only as fewer sentences were available for adaptation [3]. Otherwise the procedure and parameters were the same as for English.

The average SPS values for the normal and fast German synthetic voices are 4.5 and 7.0, and the WPM values are 152.7 and 237.1. The German voice is thus considerably faster than the English voice, at both speaking rates. Interestingly, the fast model is also about 1.55 times faster than the normal model, i.e., the speed-up factor between the two English models and between the two German models is the same. Fig. 2 shows the SPS distribution for the two German models.

4. Evaluation

We conducted two listening experiments with the English voices, one using natural speech and the other TTS; while for the German data only the TTS voices were evaluated, but by both blind and sighted individuals.

We evaluate intelligibility at four different speaking rates:
- 1.25, fast (the speed of fast speech),
- 2.0 and 3.0, where numbers refer to speed increase with respect to the normal voice calculated sentence by sentence, remembering here that fast speech is around 1.55 times faster than normal speech.

The methods we evaluate are presented in Table 1. Not all methods are evaluated at all speaking rates, for instance at rates smaller or equal to the fast rate W-F, V-F and I were not evaluated. To generate compressed samples using the variance and the interpolation methods it was necessary to progressively change the scale factor to obtain the desired duration. The implementation of WSOLA used here was provided as support material for [22].

Results are presented as percentage of word errors, calculated per listener as the percentage of words that were not transcribed, misspellings taken into account.

4.1. English – evaluation

We evaluate the intelligibility of natural speech compressed only with the WSOLA algorithm as the other two methods cannot be applied directly to natural speech. We compare two natural speech compressions: W-N and W-F, compression applied to the normal and the fast speech databases.

For the TTS evaluation, we compare the three different compression methods described in Section 2, although not all methods were evaluated for all speaking rates.

4.1.1. Listening experiment

We performed two listening experiments, one with natural speech and the other with the TTS voices. Each experiment was performed by 20 native English speakers without TTS expertise. Each participant transcribed 10 different sentences for each of the tested methods. The natural speech sentences were selected from news articles while for the TTS experiments sentences were chosen from the first few sets of the Harvard dataset [23].

4.1.2. Results

Fig. 3 shows the percentage of word errors for each speaking rate obtained in the natural (blue) and TTS (red) experiments.

We can see that the TTS voices created using WSOLA are the most intelligible across all tested speaking rates and that this advantage grows with increasing speaking rate. At the fastest rate the TTS voice W-N results in less than 20% word errors while the word errors obtained by V-N, V-F and I are higher than 40%, i.e., errors doubled. Interpolation is slightly better than variance scaling, although not significantly. Although not reported here, we have also observed the WSOLA advantage when F is obtained by adapting the duration model only.

Word errors are smaller when compressing speech synthesized from the normal model (W-N) as opposed to a fast model (W-F), as results for speaking rate 2x show. Although differences are not significant, error levels for by V-F and I are slightly smaller than V-N at all speaking rates. At the fast speaking rate, we can see that the fast voice is less intelligible than the normal voice with linear compression applied.

Compared to the natural speech results (in blue) we can see that error scores are significantly higher for TTS voices. The increase in error seen for W-F compared to W-N for TTS voices can also be observed for natural speech, pointing to the fact that the fast natural speech is also less intelligible than linearly compressed normal speech.

4.2. German – evaluation

A similar evaluation was carried out for German to assess the intelligibility achieved by the methods described in Section 2.

4.2.1. Listening experiment

For the German data, only TTS voices were evaluated. The participants in the listening test consisted of two groups: 16 blind or visually impaired participants, 15 of whom reported using TTS in their everyday life, and 16 sighted participants with no TTS expertise. Each participant transcribed 100 different sentences such that within a participant group, every combination of method and speaking rate was evaluated once. The sentences were selected from news articles and parliamentary speeches.

4.2.2. Results

The results are shown in Fig. 4, where the two bars per condition reflect the results from the two participant groups. As expected, the blind listeners (yellow) generally achieve lower word error percentages than the sighted listeners (red).

Similar to the English results, WSOLA compression of speech synthesized from the normal model (W-N) is the best method overall. However, up to 2x, both WSOLA of fast speech (W-F) and interpolation (I) yield results competitive to W-N. At the “fast” rate, where W-F, I and also V-F, are equivalent to simply the fast voice model, these methods even achieve significantly better results than W-N for the sighted listeners. At the “fast” and 2x rates, W-F and I perform significantly better than variance scaling of the normal model (V-N), confirming the results of [3]. However, we see a very clear advantage of the WSOLA methods at the fastest rate 3x, where the error
percentages of V-N, V-F and I are much higher, yielding a picture similar to the English results at 2xs. There is no significant difference between W-N and W-F at the 2xs and 3xs rates.

5. Discussion

As found in other studies of natural fast speech [5, 10], our results using the English data also indicate that linear compression can produce more intelligible voices than nonlinear methods based on or directly derived from the acoustics of fast speech. English results show that there is no additional advantage to using recordings of fast speech to build a synthetic voice and it is possible to maintain intelligibility at higher speaking rates by applying a simple linear compression method to the synthesized waveform. This is supported by results with the natural speech corpus, where we also found that fast natural speech is not as intelligible as linearly compressed normal speech.

The German results tell a slightly different story. There we also see that linear compression is beneficial at very high speaking rates (3xs) compared to interpolation and variance scaling. For lower rates (2xs), we find that interpolation is equally good as linear compression. This indicates a potential use of a combined method of interpolation for fast speaking rates and linear compression for ultra-fast speaking rates. We hypothesize that different results were found for the German data due to the inherent higher intelligibility of the German fast speech, which can also be seen in the performance differences of linear compression of synthesized speech from fast models (W-F) which performs better for the German data. We want to investigate this hypothesis in the future by carrying out a detailed analysis of fast speech durations from different speakers. Concerning the performance of blind listeners we can confirm results presented in previous studies [1, 3], which show that blind listeners achieve lower word-error-rates than non-blind listeners.

Considering results on both databases we hypothesize that methods that use recordings of fast speech such as adaptation or interpolation are perhaps only as intelligible as the fast data they use. Relying on having fast speech that is intelligible enough is challenging as this data is quite difficult to produce considering that both of our speakers are voice talents. Using more recordings of fast speech is also not helpful as more fast sentences were used for the English voices. Moreover it is not yet clear how to reach very high speaking rates with model interpolation and adaptation as these methods are limited by the fact that no skip is allowed. The weak performance of the variance scaling method for fast speaking rates (2xs, 3xs) is in agreement with the poor results obtained by HMM-based voices in [14].

6. Conclusion

We showed that linear compression outperforms the variance scaling and interpolation methods for ultra-fast (3xs) speaking rates in German and English. For fast speaking rates (2xs) linear compression outperformed other methods for English while being as good as interpolation for German. In general we see that the usage of fast speech data in interpolation (I) or linear compression (W-F) is dependent on the quality of the data.

As future work, we plan to evaluate the intelligibility of the German language corpus and the TTS voices in English with blind participants as well. Additionally, we plan to analyse the acoustic properties of both fast speech corpus in more detail in order to explain the differences in their intelligibility.
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